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aBaTHLCf
Fluvial Pleistocene terrace surfaces, dissected, noncontinuous, but amply distributed for correlation, occur
above modern flood plains of the Brazos and Wichita Rivers,
central and north-central Texas*

Four such surfaces, occur

ring in step-like series, are recognized along the Brazos
River.

In ascending order topographically, from youngest to

oldest geologically, these surfaces are here named the Latere,
Mixon, Madrigal, and Gerik terraces.

Liang Wichita Elver, a

younger stream than the Brazos, remnants of the Lotere and
Mixon terraces are present.

The deposits of each terrace

are mapoable units recognized as formations and are designated
by the same terminology proposed for their surfaces.
The terraces, distributed according to valley size,
are widespread where the streams now meander or braid In
poorly consolidated sediments, mostly Fermian and Upper
Cretaceous, and limited along walls deeply incised Into
Pennsylvanian and Lower Cretaceous resistant bedU.

an aban

doned valley, terraced across a divide in Baylor County, In
dicate;. that a relatively large stream, probably an ancestor
of the uooer '-Ichi :,a River, formerly Joined the Brazos River
there.
a

succession of antecedent valleys, separated now and

terraced above modern ones, developed because the streams
tnero, alluviating and then er >dinm in repeated episode.;
ill

had their discharges changed periodically according to
glacial pulsations.

The several valley formations, one con

taining volcanic ash (Pe&rlette) intertoedded elsewhere with
glacio-fluvi&til© deposits, accumulated during arid or mild
times, much like today, when seas, varying volumetrleally
according to existing ice, were at high positions.

After

each lengthy alluviatiOB, when oceans shrank to low stands
during moist glacial times, stream incision was progressively
deeper because of erosiom&l response then to uplift that
occurred continuously during th© Pleistocene.
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FOREWORD

This Investigation was undertaken as a result of
the writer1s interest in geologic history as interpreted
from alluvial Pleistocene terraces,

several opposing

theories of terrace origin that have evolved from work In
coastal regions were examined in the light of evidence un
covered in this region in central and north-central Texas,
The Pleistocene history as interpreted from fluvial terraces
there Involves land uplift, ©ust&tie variations of the sea,
and repeated climactic swings from mild or dry to extremely
pluvial conditions.

The latter two were definitely con

trolled by continental glaciation.
The results of this report have been gained from a
reconnaissance type investigation conducted with a Paulln
altimeter.

Profile traverses of the terraces were constructed

by establishing elevation, points along the roads and highways
and controlled by checking them with benchmark elevations
surveyed by J. a. Coast and Geodetic Purvey.

a further

determination of their accuracy was assured by coordinating
them at bridges with river profiles issued by the U. a.
Corps of Engineer

proxirnately 3*000 miles of profiles

were run during field work, which amounted to a total of
about three moo the, conducted intermittently during 1950,
1951, and 1952.
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Mapping was don® by transferring the profile data
to photograph mosaics issued by the d* a. Department of agri
culture and controlled by the density of the road network
and the geologic interpretation of the photographs.
Topographic maps prepared by the U. s. Corps of Engineers
during survey work for dam sites provided excellent control
along the Brazos River between Whitney, Hill County, and
Graham, Young County.

The distribution of the terraces is

presented in this report on base maps compiled from the
photograph mosaics.

Areas of particular significance are

3hown on mosaics that were constructed with large-scale
photographs obtained from the Department of Agriculture,

In

these key areas topographic information has been obtained
from the Crown Central Drilling Company and the U. s. Corps
of Engineers.
Previous studies of the terraces in this region
have been secondary In nature, and their results are cited
as incidental information in county and mineral reports.

In

1893 Cummins noted and mapped thick deposits (Seymour b@da*)
of Quaternary sand and -Travel in Baylor and Knox Counties,
but did not assign a terrace origin to them.

Terraces along

the Brazos River have been referred to by Winton and boott
(1922), Adkins (1923), Plummer and Rornsberger (1935)»
Hatch (1936), Evans (1941), Criswell (1942), and Hull (1951).
In 1936 Evans described terraces along the lower Wichita

3

River,

All these workers have designated the terraces by

their height© above the adjacent streams,

A reconnaissance

Investigation of the lower Brasos River system by Cox In

1949 revealed the presence of four extensive terraces there.
He Indicated them by term© (Prairie, Montgomery, Bentley,
and Wllliana) used by Fisk, Russell, and others who have
worked in the Mississippi River Valley.

INTRODUCTION
Field research for this investigation was conducted
along the Brazos River from Marlin* Falls County, to
Benjamin, Knox County, and along the Wichita River from
Benjamin to its confluence with Rad River in Clay County
(Fig. 1).

Terrace distribution determined the extent of the'

field work within each of th© valleys,

along the Brazos

River Paleozoic and Mesozoic strata are exposed beneath the
dissected terrace deposits and on the valley walls.

In the

Wichita River valley only Permian beds underly the terraces.
In the valley of the Brazos River near the Palo Pinto-Parker
county line, Lower Cretaceous sediments lie unconformably
upon Pennsylvanian beds that are tilted very gently to th©
west.

Pennsylvanian and Permian strata ar© exposed beneath

terraces in the valley north of this point; whereas to th©
south easterly dipping Upper and Lower Cretaceous beds occur
with the Pleistocene deposits.
Portions of three physiographic provinces, Gulf
Coastal Plain, Great Plains, and Central Lowlands* lie in
th© area under consideration (Fig. 1).

In McLennan and Falls

Counties the Brazos River flows across a portion of the Gulf
Coastal Plain, and farther to th© north as far as Parker
County, across the Great Plains.

The major physiographic

features there are the Comanche Plateau and th® Western
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Figure 1 - Index map of the area covered by a reconnaissancetype survey. The numbered, shaded areas refer to plates *
showing the distribution of the terraces and their crosssections.
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Cross Timbers,

The remainder of the area to th© north and

northwest lies in the Osage Plains of the Central Lowlands
Province.
The topography of the region varies greatly.

Resist

ant Pennsylvanian and Permian rocHs support narrow, steepwalled valleys; whereas those in soft Upper Cretaceous
sediments are usually wide with gentle transverse slopes.
Relief is moderate in areas of Permian outcrop and becomes
more rugged where resistant beds have been incised by the
rivers.

Undermining of Permian sediments beneath Pleistocene

gravel has produced cliffs of some consequence in th® Wichita
River basin in Baylor and Knox Counties.
Along the streams of the area under consideration ex
tensive deposits of Pleistocene sand, silt, and gravel occur
as separate sequences lying at different valley positions.
An outstanding feature of each is the alluvial terrace
developed on its upper deposits, resembling and having the
same origin as the modern floodplain surface lying at low
elevations in the valleys.

The terraces now stand well above

the flood plain, not everywhere because of their dissection,
and are arranged in a step-llice manner.

The relative valley

position of each, superior height Indicating greater
antiquity, provides the only reliable basis for tracing
equivalent surfaces.
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Attempt® to correlate the deposits without noticing their
surfaces are prevented by similar lithologles, lack of
knowledge as to the precis® ranges of associated Pleistocene
fossils, and th© discontinuity of their occurrence,
The problem of age determination of the terraces
requires a knowledge of the subdivisions of the Quaternary
Period, which are based most logically upon advances and re
treats of continental ice.

The most universal expression of

these volumetric variations is to fo© found In the evidence
presented by changes in sea level,

411 oceanic surface®

were lowered a® Ice accumulated on the continent® and were
raised when melt-waters returned to the seas during times of
glacial retreat,

3tudy of the glacial record in the mid-

continent region of the United states has revealed that
five major ice advances occurred during that major part of
Quaternary time known as the Pleistocene Epoch,

Relatively

mild and only partially glacial climates, thought to foe
similar to that which prevails at the present, characterized
the intervals between glacial culminations.

The beginning

of th© last 1c® retreat and the accompanying rise in sea
level has been recognized as th® ©vent which initiated the
Recent Epoch,
Although the area under consideration lies far south
of th® region that was covered by ice and far north of coastal
regions inundated by glacially controlled seas, an accurate
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Flelstocen® record can b« deciphered from its stre&m valleys.
This Is possible because th© regimes of streams there were
influenced by climates glacially Imposed and ocean levels
that varied according to existing volumes of Ice.

Draining

to low sea positions during moist times of widespread glaciers,
the streams carried large water volumes and flowed rapidly
enough to erode their valleys.

Between glacial periods water

discharges were lowered when th® seas rose to high positions
on a continent that received little rainfall, and streams
built up their valleys by deposition.

The terraces In central

and north-central Texas, formed on alluvium resting on
ancient eroded valleys, were developed during recurring
©roslonal and depositions! episodes that attended multiple
Pleistocene glaciation.

END

EFFECTS OF EXISTING RItfSE REGIMES
u p o n t h e b r a z o l END WICHITA

valley geology

The

rivers

modern flood plain of th© Brazos and Wichita

Rivers liesbeneath the terraces and is the last
of Quaternary deposits*

in a series

The study of floodplain development

along the present streams, which appear to be In an alluvial
habit similar to those of the Pleistocene, permits an insight
into conditions that prevailed during times of Llelstocon©
sedimentation*

Therefore, the behavior of both rivers has

been investigated In detail.
Th© Brazos Elver
The

Brazos River rises west of the Texas-New Mexico

boundary and flows first in an easterly and then

in a south

easterly direction toward th© Gulf of Mexico, into which it
drains.

Its largest tributaries In the area studied are th©

Clear Fork, Paluxy, and Bosque Elvers.
The examination of channel configurations along the
river raveals three divers© stream patterns
incised meandering, and braided.

meandering,

Each appears to be confined

to outcrop areas of particular rock divisions which differ
lithologically (pi. 1).

Meandering patterns are developed

in the alluvium that overlies unrealstart marl and shale of
Upper Cretaceous age.

Incised meanders prevail in Lower

Cretaceous and Pennsylvanian rocks comprised predominately
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of resistant limestone and *redbedM strata that maintain
steep valley walls during erosion&l incision.

Braided pat

terns have been established in sandy Upper Pennsylvanian and
Permian beds which are eroded very rapidly.

Coincidence of

each pattern with certain rock divisions reveals the key
Importance of lithology in controlling channel habit and
appearance,
Meandering Patterns
G-, H, Matthes (1941) defined a meandering pattern as:
*any letter-3 channel-pattern, fashioned in alluvial
materials which Is free to shift its location and adjust its
shape as part of a migratory movement of the channel as a
whole down the valley.** along meandering streams channel
patterns change mainly during floods and falling flood staves
when bank caving occurs most vigorously (hatth.es, 1941).
Bediments derived from bank caving are transported downstream
and for the most part drooped as the water slackens over the
next bar.

The sediments active in meander development ar®

mostly fine-grained and maintain relatively rigid banks
which are destroyed chiefly by undercutting and collapse.
The conditions essential for meander development ar®
larve stage variations of the river, a supply of relatively
fine-grained and easily eroded material along the bed and
channel, and a relatively low gradient so that deposition may

Wichita falls I

/ lake diversion

□ GRAHAM

LEGEND

ABANDONED

MEANDER
LOOPS

WASHITA GROUP

FREDERICKSBURG GROUP

TRINITY GROUP
CHANNEL

CLEAR FORK GROUP

WICHITA GROUP

R IGIOIN1AL GEOLOGIC
SHOWING RELATIONSHIPS

STREAM
CISCO GROUP
(Includes Bunger Limestone)

MAP

MARLIN

OF

PATTERNS
TO

CANYON GROUP

PLATE

I
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occur where velocities are reduced*

These conditions are

present in the wide alluvial valley below tf&co and explain
the tendency of the stream there to meander vigorously
(?1. 1, Fig. 1),

Low stag© discharges of th© Brazos River

at Waco are commonly on the order of 1,000 to 5,000 cu.
ft./sec., but during floods of th© last fifty years, they
have increased to as high as 246,000 cu* ft./sec.

Both the

alluvial flood plain and terrace sediments and the older
marls and shales of the Taylor group are readily eroded.

The

gradient of the river there is 1.5 ft./ini., one similar to
that of many other meandering streams.
Probably the most important factor supporting
meander growth along this portion of th© river is th© nature
of the bedrock.

The meanders, absent upstream from Waco in

resistant strata, begin in the first thick and unresistant
sediments encountered, the Taylor shale.
Incised Meandering Patterns
along th© Brazos River between 'Paco and Graham the
stream patterns are coarser and wholly unlike those caused
by active meandering below Waco (PI. 1, Fig. 2).

The large

bends, often angular and highly distorted, are not uniformly
carved, and their diameters are not a function of stream
volume, as is tfye case with active meanders.

The river is

confined to a narrow flood plain much more limited than the
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swings exhibited by its pattern as shown on maps or visible
from th© air.

The flood plain widens locally below slip-off

slopes located along convex banks of the bends*

The river

flows over bedrock or a thin veneer of its own alluvium in
a confined, steep-walled valley carved in resistant limestone
and redbed strata.

The term ^incised meandering* may be used

to describe the pattern presented by the river along this
portion of its course, Implying no connotation as to origin
or development of the meanders.

Both the river and Its valley

may b® described as incised.
The incised patterns have developed in Pennsylvanian
(btrawn, Canyon, and basal Cisco) and Lower Cretaceous (Trin
ity, Fredericksburg, and Washita) sediments.

Most of these

rocks are resistant and eroded with difficulty.

Where less

resistant sandstones of the Trinity group (Trinity and T&luxy)
are exposed, excessive detritus is introduced into the river,
and the floodplain alluvium increases in thickness and areal
extent.
The stream gradient between Graham and Waco is
2 ft,/mi.

This is .5 ft./mi. steeper than below Waco and

probably results from the presence of more resistant rocks
exposed in th© stream channel,

Th© maximum discharges, which

occur during the late spring and early summer months, often
exceed 1,000 cu. ft./sec. and range up to 12,000 cu, ft./sec.,
the known maximum being 100,000 cu. ft,/sec.

The gradient
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steepening occurs near 'Waco and coincides with the contact
of the Austin-Taylor groups.
The growth of Incised meanders is similar to that of
active meanders.

Evidence of enlargement of the incised

meanders is offered by th© extensive development of th© flood
plain and terraces in bends on slip-off slopes, the equivalent
of th© point bar of regular meanders.

Th© stream channel la

being directed laterally there by alluviation of th© point
bar and retreat of the bank opposite through undercutting and
collapse.

In Lower Cretaceous rocks the flood plain and

terrace distribution in the bends indicates that the Incised
meanders are also migrating downstream.

Bends in Tennsylvanian

strata appear to have resulted from sidewise migration
predominantly.
The growth of Incised meanders is much slower than
that of active meanders because of the resistant bedrock in
which they are established and probably because of a greater
restriction of development to periods of flooding.

Active

meander development in flood plains of the alluvial valley
below k&co takes place during much of the time but Is ac
celerated during floods.

On the other hand, incised meanders

grow chiefly only when high waters effectively erode resist
ant bed and channel rocks.
Incised meanders are more permanent than active
meanders because of th© resistant nature of the rock In which
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they develop.

Cut-offs are rare but well-preserved (pi. 1>

Fig, 2).
Braided Patterns
Between Graham and Benjamin, ftnox County, braided
patterns are prominent along the river where sandy Upper
Pennsylvanian (Cisco) and Permian (Wichita and Clear Fork)
strata are exposed (PI, i, Fig, 4).

Development of this pat

tern appears to result from rapid erosion of beds and banks
and almost Immediate deposition of coarse materials.

Vigor

ous bank undercutting is aided by a steep channel gradient of
about 3.1 ft./ml.

Bank collapse obstructs channels so that

they are shifted to new positions.

Inoohesive bed and bank

materials respond so actively to erosion that they do not seem
capable of maintaining a meandering stream channel,

host

rapid introduction of load into the streams takes place during
floods; between them during dry periods shallow flows spread
about over wide, flat flood plains in anastomosing, braided
patterns.
The hichita River
The hichlta River rises on the breaks of High Rlalne
and flows toward the east into the Red River near Wichita
Balls.

It receiver; considerable tributary flow front the

bouth *Vichlta River near the Baylor-hnox county line (Fig. i).
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Courses of both the master stream and Its large tributary
are confined to regions of exposure of Dermian strata which
are comprised predominantly of poorly cemented sandstone and
siltstone,

The only resistant beds that are exposed along

either stream crop out along Wichita River between Lake hemp
and Lake Diversion*
along the Wichita River meandering patterns predom
inate and occur below Lake Diversion where the river flows in
an alluvial valley all the way to lbs confluence with the Red
River.

Meanders are well-developed there on a wide flood

plain (PI. 1, Rig* 5).

'The excellent 'braided patterns that

occur along the Red River in this vicinity probably result
from a steep gradient, one of 3 ft./mi., as compared with
1.3 ft./mi. for the Wichita River in its alluvial valley.
above Lake Diversion the river, sloping at about
2*3 ft./mi., is confined in an incised valley carved in rocks
of the uoper Wichita group.

The steep channel walls of the

incised meanders are there maintained by Lake Romp and
k&bell© limestones.
Above Lake Kemp braided and meandering patterns occur
along both the North Wichita and ooath Wichita River.

In

Knox County the oouth Wichita River meanders are developed
along a gradient of about 3 ft,/mi.

Here the river cuts

sandy Clear dork strata beneath a very thin cover of floodplain alluvium.

The braided patterns are confined to an

IT
interval of steepened gradient between bake Kemp and the
Baylor-Knox county line*

PROPOSED TERRACE TERMIMCLQGX
Four new names are to be applied to the terraces
recognised in this study.

The type area for the three young

est of these is within Lofers Bend auadrangle of the Brazos
River Commission and Reclamation District, prepared by the
Brazos River Commission in 1937-38.

These quadrangles,

contoured on a ten-foot interval at a scale of one inch to
1,000 feet, accurately illustrate the terrace surfaces and
associated scarps.

Borings by the Corps of Engineers, U. B.

Army, for the “
Whitney dam site, 6-1/2 miles southwest of
Whitney, western Hill County, penetrated the terraces along
several lines of section, and have provided additional stratigraphic control.

The type area of the oldest terrace is

approximately 16 miles southeast of the Whitney dam site, one
mile from West, a towa in northern McLennan County,

This

fourth terrace is almost completely removed by dissection
and occurs at only a few Isolated localities along the middle
Brazos River.

The lac it of strategically located geographic

pld.ce names led to the selection of land survey division
names for terraces in all but one Instance.
Lofers Terrace
The youngest Pleistocene surface, Lof©re terrace, is
named for Lofers Bend, an incised meander loop along the
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Bosque-Hlll county line*

Lying at an elevation of 485 feet,

It is present both above and below the dare, occurring
Immediately east of and slightly higher than the flood plain
(21. 2).

Developed there only on the left bank of the river,

it is extensive in the bend and narrows in the vicinity of
the spillway.
Mixon Terrace
The next older surface, Mixon terrace, is named for
a surface developed on Mixon land survey in the Whitney Dam
area.

It lies immediately east of Lofers terrace, separated

from it by a 60-foot westward facing scarp, at an elevation
of 545 feet (21* 2).

Because of the resistant Edwards lime

stone that underlies the terrace deposits, Mixon scarp Is
©specially well preserved.
Madrigal Terrace
The next oldest Pleistocene surface, Madrigal terrace,
occurs on madrigal land survey east of Whitney, Hill County.
Being more highly dissected than the younger terraces, it
varies from 570 to 610 feet in elevation.

Its scarp has been

modified and has not retained the angularity characteristic
of those of younger terraces.
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Gerik Terrace
The oldest Pleistocene surface, Gerlk terrace, occurs
about one mile southwest of West, McLennan County, about
one-half mile from U # b, Highway 77 and. 81.

This highest

terrace is present at only a few localities along the Brazos
River above Waco, but is well developed along the lower river
(Cox, 19^9).

its sediments have been dissected by prolonged

erosion and consist predominantly of coarse gravel lying at
an elevation of about 630 feet.

THE x>LEI3TOCMNE SERfUCJBS

IdentifIcation of the terraces involves recognition
of gently sloping depositional surfaces in varying stages of
eroslonal modification, the oldest being the most intensely
dissected.

The terraces ar© terminated toward lower surfaces

by scarps on which bedrock usually crops out below the un
consolidated sand, silt, and gravel.

Comprised predominantly

of loose sand and silt and waterworn gravel in basal portions,
terrace deposits are deep red in color and usually cross
bedded.

Gravels are their most conspicuous lithologic element

and, offering more resistance to erosion than the other con
stituents, they often are the only remaining residues of a
terrace deposit that formerly extended widely.
Comparatively rich soils develop in the finer alluvium
of terrace fiats.

In areas of abundant rainfall aquiferous

alluvium provides water for a flora comprised characteristically
of pine and oak trees and prairie grasses.

In north-central

Texas, a somewhat drier region, sparse vegetation consists of
mesouite bushes and hardy prairie grasses.
Mapping. Methods
The terraces were mapped on aerial photograph mosaics.
Terrace boundaries established by field profiles were extended
beyond the control of the road network by interpreting

topographic and llthologie features seen on mosaics and other
available maps.

Topographic quadrangles, contoured on an

interval of ten feet, by the Brazos River Commission and
Reclamation District, provided excellent control for areas
adjacent to the Brazos River b@tx*@en Graham and Whitney.
Unmodified Surfaces
Mapping of the younger terraces, which are generally
quite fresh, Involves the Identification of scarps, shown on
aerial photographs by characteristic tone contrasts and drain
age patterns.

Because of heavier vegetation and shadowed

slopes, scarps are shown as dark bands.

In agricultural

areas where scarps have not been cleared, their appearance
contrasts vividly with that of the cultivated surfaces.

If

both have been cleared and plowed, scarps are generally re
vealed by agricultural terraces that resemble contours on a
topographic map.
streams draining scarps have characteristic patterns.
Bhort, straight drains normally enter a large stream which
tends to run close to the base of a scarp.

Incision of this

stream into bedrock that crops out along the bottom of the
scarp produces distinct drainage patterns, usually sharply
etched and dendritic.

Because of the consolidated nature of

the bedrock, the channel walls remain steep during ©rosional
incision.

The short drains that enter this stream are usually
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terminated by gullies in terrace deposits at the top of the
slope.

In unconsolidated alluvium there the pattern of the

gullies Is Indistinct because their walls slope gently.
The surfaces of the younger terraces occasionally
display pimple mounds, remnants of initial drainage divides
of low relief, and. channel sears,

the former, because of

their hummocky nature, appear on photographs as rounded
spots (PI. 3, Fig. 3).
Dissected Surfaces
In some areas the older terraces have been

bo

highly

dissected that neither their scarps nor former surfaces are
recognisable,

all occurrences of Gerlk terrace, and some of

hadrigal, are of this nature,

the correlation of isolated

remnants is ordinarily positive enough because elevations
between the four levels in the region are spaced by Intervals
of from 40 to 60 feet, and In areas adequately controlled by
profiles, few cases of possible confusion were encountered.
In such instances the mapping of terrace remnants involved
identification of lithologic types indicated mainly by
weathering phenomena chovm on the photographs..

A stratigraphic

familiarity with the older sediments aided immensely In
mapping the Pleistocene outliers.
Limestones are Indicated by very dark shades result
ing from the dense growth of cedars.

The dissection of thick

Figure 1 - Dissected f light-colored. Lofers _(Qtl) and H l ^ o a
(Qtmi) alluvium resting on Taylor (Fta) shale In
HoL&nnan. County.
The road, trending from the south
west intersects Texas Highway 434 on th© east at
.D o w n a v I l X e 9 5 * % / 2 miles southeast of V/aoo.
Figure 2 - Alluvium overlying Qlert Hose (ICgl) limes ton e In
ftbmervell County.
In the lo wer -ce nte r portion of the
figure* Texas Highway 144 intersects Lq uaw Creek about
three miles northeast of Glen Hobo., F l o o d p l & l n alluvium
■along the-'Oreek, Lof ers (Qtl), and M i x o n (Qtmi) .sedj.merits contrast vividly with heavily vegetated, distinctly
bedded Glen Rose limestone.
P&luxy (Kpa) sand overlies
Gl e n Rose strata to the southwest.
Figure 3 - Madrigal (Qtma) and. M i x o n (Qtmi) terrace sur
faces contrasting with dan'&ritleally drai ned Per mia n
(Cpm) Clear Fork sandstone in Rnox County.
In the topcenter of the figure, Texas Highway 267 intersects U\ b.
Highway 82 about 3-1/2 miles north of the Brazos Ki ver.
.White F e a r l e t t e ( C t p e ) ash crops out on M a d r i g a l scarp.
Figure 4 - Lofers (Qtl) alluvium resting on massive, *
heavily vegetated Adwarda (Led) limestone in Hill
County.
The easternmost portion of the river Is
about 3-l/s miles du© west' of Blum.
lii&michl shale
and Fort Worth limestone, lower divisions of the
G e o r g e t o w n •(Kg©) limestone, overlie A&warda strata
to the east. -Low hills formed on Ge o r g e t o w n beds
reflect light in a peculair manner.

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3

FIGURE 4

^cale - On© Inch eou&Is one mil©
.North I'o at top-center of each figure

F L iiJ%

3
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limestone such as the Qlen Rose and Edwards has produced
flat divides bounded by steep slopes on which bedding planes
are often traceable (fl. 3, Figs. 2 and 4).

Lines of cedars,

particularly dense on certain beds, appear as contours on
some slopes.

Fresh, unvegetated limestone is shown by light

shades,
The weathering of Cretaceous marls and shales on
divides produces uniformly rounded, regularly spaced hills
shown on photographs as dark areas flecked with lighter spots.
The halnut, lUamichl and most of the other formations in the
Washita group, Sagleford, and Taylor strata present this ap
pearance if weathered (PI, 3, Fig, 4).

In flat areas black

soils that develop on these deposits are shown by very dark
shade s .
Weathered sandstones and conglomerates such as the
raluxy, Trinity, otrawn, and Cisco are very easily confused
with terrace deposits.

Where older deposits of this nature

are deeply dissected, steep slopes and rugged topography
characterize their outcrops.

In regions of tlow relief in

fertile soils that support sparse vegetation cover their out
crops, contrasting with the densely vegetated soil typical
of terrace alluvium.

In regions where terrace and bedrock

deposits do not contrast, mapping demands additional and
more detailed work In the field.

Distribution
This Investigation has revealed the occurrence of
four terraces along the Brazos River and two along the Wichita
River,

arranged step-like above the flood plain, each trends

down valleys, not everywhere, but at a sufficient number of
places to justify correlation from remnant to remnant along
the valley walls.

The two terraces along the Wichita River

correlate with the two youngest surfaces, Gofers and Mixon,
along the Brazos River, each lying at comparable heights above
both, streams.

Older terraces, reduced in extent along the

Brazos River by erosion, are absent along the Wichita River
probably because it Is a younger stream-— one not existing
during the earlier part of the Pleistocene.
Alluvial Valleys
Both flood plains and terraces broaden notably down-*
stream along the Brazos and the Wichita Rivers.

Along the

southern Brazos River the terraces change from fluvial valley
strips representing old flood plains into coastwise belts
which were the alluvial coastal plains flanking the Gulf of
Mexico during various Pleistocene stages (Fig. 2).

Portions

of these coastwise terraces have been mapped in Louisiana and
Texas by risk, Holland, v/eleh, Bernard, Cox, and others.
Just as the present deltaic coastal plains with their marshes
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and swampb pass without interruption into the river flood
plains Inland, the deltaic coastal plains of the Pleistocene
correlate directly with the fluvial terraces Inland.
The coastwise terrace deposits pass from higher
positions according to greater age inland to a normal stratigraphic sequence gulfward, so that the oldest deposits lie at
the base of the Pleistocene section,

subsidence arising

from geosynclinal deposition has buried equivalents of ter
race deposits beneath sinking deltas and downwarped the land-,
ward surfaces of the coastwise terraces, the oldest being
tilted the greatest amount.

Farther Inland along their

fluvial parts, gradients of all the terraces become essentially
parallel, their heights above the stream decreasing only
slightly in an upstream direction.

In the alluvial valley

of the 3rasos River near Waco, the three terraces present are
separated by vertical Intervals of 4b to 50 feet, lying at
heights of 105, 150, and 200 feet above the channel (2 1 . 4 ).
The oldest terrace, Gerlk, is not present in the modern
alluvial valley in this region, but its equivalent Is ex
tensive, to toe south along lower Brazos River.

In the alluvial

valley of the Wichita River the two terraces present lie 45
to B0 feet and 120 to 150 feet abov© the channel,(2 1 , 8 ).
These values are similar to those of the two eouiv&lent sur
faces, Lofers and Rixon, along the Brazos River, the lowest
along the* Wichita River being more variable and occurring at
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lesser heights*
In the alluvial valleys of both rivers the terraces
are more extensive than upstream, and their deposits are
thicker.

Lofers and Mixon terraces are well preserved with

fresh surfaces and scarps.

Madrigal and Gerik terraces,

restricted to the Brazos valley, have been dissected, In some
cases so highly that only their basal gravels are present.
Incised Valleys
**long the incised portions of both rivers the ter
races are confined predominantly to slip-off slopes (Bis. 5
and 7).

along straight stretches of the river, or reaches,

the terraces, if present, are extremely narrow.

Only one,

Lofers, la known to be present along the incised Wichita
Liver, between Lakes Kemp and Diversion.

All four are present

in the Incised valley of the Brazos River between Waco and
Graham.
Lear Graham the terraces lie at their lowest observed
heights, occurring at 40, 9 0 , 150, and 190 feet above the
channel (Bl. 5).

The vertical Intervals that separate them

vary from 40 to 60 feet, comparing with those of the alluvial
valley, but the surfaces are appreciably loxver along the in
cised stream.

The height of Gerik terrace, 270 feet above

the river in northern McLennan County, decreases to below
t.jOO feet in the upper incised valley, the northern limits of
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its occurrence.
Rear Lake Kemp In the Incised valley of the Wichita
River Lofers terrace lies at a height of from 60 to 70 feet.
Upper Valleys
Above Graham only three terraces, Lofers, Lixon, and
Ladrigal, are present in the Brazos River valley.

In the

Lichita River valley west of La.«v© hemp only Lofers terrace is
known,

areas north of the Wichita River in this region were

not investigated because of the absence of roads on the
Waggoner Ranch.
In Knox County the Brazos River terraces are sepa
rated by intervals of 50 to 60 feet, lying at heights of 50,
110 and 160 feet (FI, 7).

.these intervals of separation com

pare with those downstream, but the surfaces lie at slightly
greater heights than at Graham, each increasing, by about 10
feet up the valley.

Ladrigal terrace is absent along the

upper valley between Graham and seymour but reappears In ex
cellent development In hnox County.
Only gofers terrace occurs In the upper Wichita
River volley (Rl. T).

C/ld@r terraces have been mapped on

the divides in the Uiper Wichita system but their distribu
tion suorrebts a genetic relationship to the Brazos River, in
dicating that the part of Wichita River west of the BaylorKnox county line was formerly tributary to the Bravos River.
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Other evidences Indicating this relationship will be cited
later.
madrigal terrace in Knox County is more widely
developed than younger Lofers and Mixon surfaces, its unusually well preserved surface forming flat drainage divides
between the Brazos, North Wichita, and Louth Wichita Livers
(PI, 7).

This region lies within a belt of extensive

Pleistocene deposits that occur in Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas,
their exposures trending parallel to the border of the High
Plains (Fig. 3 ).

These sediments, both eolian and fluvial,

overlie Permian sandstone.

In north-central Texas large

gravels that occur in Madrigal deposits have probably been
derived from older graviliferous beds (QgallalaV) that cap
the High Plains,

The exceptional preservation of Madrigal

terrace In this area probably results from Its large quanti
ties of gravel, which are removed with difficulty, and its
arreater than average thickness, which nay be as much as 60
feet.

Both factors Indicate abnormal deposition in this area

during Madrigal time.
Longitudinal Profiles
Longitudinal valley profiles of each surface have
been constructed by plotting their elevations on profiles of
the Brazos and Wichita Rivers surveyed by the r
J. b , Corps of
Engineers (^1 . 9 ).

Elevations used to plot the terrace
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surfaces were established by running* numerous profiles across
the valleys, usually across bridges where control was
offered by stream profiles.

Actually the terrace profiles

are reconstructions of floodplain slopes that existed during
times of Lofers, Mixon, Madrigal, and Garik; deposition.

The

four profiles, almost parallel along the Brazos River, in
dicate that no very pronounced modifications of stream
gradient occurred during the Pleistocene (PI. 9, Fig, 1).
The profiles of Madrigal and G-erlk terraces are not continu
ous because those surfaces are absent along considerable
stretches of the river.
Only two terraces, Lofers and Mixon, occur in the
valley of the Wichita River, and their profiles roughly
parallel the stream channel like those of the Brazos River
(PI. 9, tig, 2).

above Labe hemp Dam terraces on divides

overlooking the Wichita River and its forked branches, the
forth and ^outh Wichita Rivers, appear to be genetically
as.
.ociated with the Brazos River to the south, profiles of
their surfaces sloping at about the same rate as those of
the larver stream.

This and other evifence offered in an

abandoned valley leading to the Brazos River suggests that
the ancestor of the upper wlchita River w..vs diverted from
the larger to the smaller stream, the diversion occurring
just below the present fork of the Worth and oouth Wichita
Rivera.

since the drainage change, because of increased
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gradient at the site of the diversion, the channel of the
former tributary has been lowered and steepened, the
greatest amount of both occurring immediately above the
diversion point.

Because of the local channel lowering,

the terraces stand at greater heights above the stream (PI, 9,
Fig. 2).

The surfaces extend away from there down, the

abandoned valley.
Llthology
The Pleistocene terraces, like the flood plains at
lower positions in the valleys, are developed on alluvia con
taining considerable quantities of gravel in their lower
sections, the upper fine-grained sediments having only
scattered amounts.

Thicknesses of the terrace deposits

average around 30 feet and range up to 60 feet.
tfhere the terrace deposits have been highly dissected,
as along scarps, abundant basal gravels may be seen, overlyinv bedrock If the dissection has penetrated deeply.

Erosion

and removal of the upper fine-grained sediments from hadrigal
^nd Gerik terraces have left only gravel scattered widely
over some regions.

Being the last of the terrace constitu

ents exposed and the most difficult to remove, the basal
srravels often cap hills and divides, presenting the only
evidence of deposits that formerly blanketed the area.
The gravels, worn by stream action to sub-rounded and
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rounded shapes, ar© generally uncemented and consist pre
dominantly of chert, quartzit©, quartz, and rainor amounts of
petrified wood and slliclfled Cretaceous fossils.

Their

average sizes are about one inch for th© younger alluvia and
slightly greater than that for older Madrigal and Gerik
deposits where six-inch pebbles are known to occur.
The bulk of the terr&c© sediments consists of cross
bedded, lenticular bodies of sand and silt, with minor
amounts of clay.

Oxidation of these constituents has imparted

a characteristic deep red color to th© deposits of all ter
races in the area studied.

The sand grains consist mostly of

quartz, rounded to various degrees and wfrosted4* where they
have been derived from Permian deposits eroded in north-central
Texas.

Greater amounts of sand occur in terrace sediments

around the confluence of the Wichita and Red Rives©, probably
as a result of deposition by th© Red .River which transports
sand pr imar ily.
a volcanic ash facies (11. 10 and FI, 7* Gee. E-Si1,

F - F 1, Tier. 3) associated with the upper sediments of
Madrigal terrace in Knox County provides a very Important
correlation datum for establishing the glacial chronology of
the terraces.

similar deposits of ash, Fearlette, reported

by Frye, bwineford, and Leonard (1948) and determined to be
associated with Xarmouthlan interglaclal deposits, are known

from numerous widely separated localities in th© Great ilalns.
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wine ford examined a sample of ash from Madrigal deposits in
fnox County and reported:
The glass is relatively unw@ath.ered and has a re
fractive index of 1.499 - *002. The shards are
strongly curved with thickened bubble Junctures ^,t
high angles* all these features are typical of
Fearlett© ash.
Three separate localities of ash occurrence are
known In Knox County, all north of th© Brazos River and
within eight miles of Benjamin (FI. 7).

it occurs as lenses

three to seven feet thick in Madrigal deposits.

Two out

crops are near th© junction of J. s. Highway 82 and Texas
Farm Road 267, one located three-fourths to one mile north
of it along Texas Farm Road 267 (FI. 10), the other located
about the same distance south of it along Texas Farm Road
267.

In both places ash occurs in the road cut and in out

crops on both sides of the highway.

A third ash locality is

alonm Texas Highway 283, about two miles north of its junc
tion with j. A. Highway 82 at Benjamin, approximately 100
yards east of th© road near the top of a high scarp that
fronts the hichita River valley.
In all three localities th© ash lies conformably
^bove a bed of grey or brown clay about eight feet thick.
In the two localities north of U.

Highway 82 a consider

able thickness, about'20 feet, of cross-bedded Madrigal silt,
.• a n d ,

and gravel underlies the clay and rests on evenly

bedded Fermian sandstone.

The persistent occurrence of clay
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Figure 1 - Ash in Pleistocene Outlier
View is northeast from Texas Highway 26? > one mile north of
Its Junction with 0, 3. Highway 82, Knox County, This
Madrigal terrace remnant is adjacent to an erosional scarp
that marks the southern limit of South Wichita River Valley,
Silt and caliche oVerlie a resistant ledge developed on the
ash. An underlying clay bed separates the ash from a sec
tion of sand and gravel which is about 20 feet thick. Quilled
Clear Fork sandstone underlies the Pleistocene deposits.

Figure 2 - Aah Resting on
Madrigal Alluvium
Exposure 50 feet west of
Texas Highway 267, threefourths mile north of its
Junction with 0, 3. High
way 82, Knox County,
Beneath the light-colored
ash, sand and gravel under
lie seven, feet of clay.

PLATE IQ
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beneath ash In all three localities suggests that the ash was
dropped on flood plains that existed during Madrigal deposi
tion and reworked by the wind, accumulating as pockets in
swales and buried by later alluvlation.

The surface of the

terrace Is developed on silt, containing large amounts of
caliche, that overlies th® ash.
btrati^raohlc Nomenclature
Bach terrace Is developed on deposits that have been
differentiated and mapped In the stream valleys of the area
under Investigation.

Because they are distinct lithologic
*
units that can be mapped conveniently over wide areas, It Is
herein proposed that the deposits of each terrace be given
format!anal rank and bear the came names applied to the ter
races.

It has been earlier recommended that th© terms Bofera

terrace, Mixon terrace, Madrigal terrace, and Ge‘rik terrace
be used to indicate topographic surfaces.

It Is further pro

posed that these same terms be retained and applied in a
formational sense to the lithologic units on which the toporraphic surfaces are developed.
Mixon,

Madrigal,

Type localities of th© looters,

and G-erlk formations are considered to be

the same as those established lor the terraces.

drains m & L i a m m m
Old stream courses abandoned during: Recent and
Rleistoeen® time may be noted on aerial photographs by th©
configuration of alluvial surfaces and relict drainage pat
terns.

Former channels are best preserved on the lower sur

faces, especially the flood plain, where they have been less
altered by erosion.
Recent
scars left by nock and chute meander cutoffs are very
common on the flood plains in the alluvial vall©ys of both
rivers.

Those of neck cutoffs, when sealed at the ends,

often contain "oxbow lakes."

Chute cutoffs produce only

slight modifications of meander loops, and their alteration
crives rise to the accretion topography, alternating bars and
swales, characteristic of point bars.
evidences of larger drainage changes are less
numerous.

diversion of the Red River to the north, near

it: confluence with the -ichita River, has left a consider
able oortion of its former flood plain abandoned.

The

Richita River, lengthened by about four miles by this re
alignment, now flows over part of th© old flood plain.
Rear Marlin, in Falls County, a former course of the
srazos River, now occupied by Cow Creek, was abandoned when
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the stream shifted to th® western side of its flood plain.
The smaller underfit stream follows old meanders obviously
related to th© Brazos River because of their large size,
Pleistocene
The detection of courses formerly occupied by
Pleistocene streams is more difficult because old scars have
been more highly altered by erosion.

Two neck cutoff scars

occur in the valley of the incised Brazos River, about six
miles northwest of Mineral Wells, Palo Pinto County (PI, 1,
?iff. 2).

Both of the old courses lie on abandoned Pleistocene

surfaces, one on Lofers and the other on Madrigal,

The

necks, incised deeoly into Pennsylvanian strata of the Canyon
groups, have been well preserved by resistant rooks that
maintain their steep walls,

Th© occurrence of only these two

former loops in the incised valley has led to the conclusion
that few neck cutoffs have occurred there,
oeymour Diversion
northwest of ^eymour on a relatively flat drainage
divide, considerable evidence suggests that a former branch
of the Brazos River has been diverted into the Wichita .River,
Both veomorohologic and stratigraohlc observations strengthen
th© belief for such an occurrence.
examination of th© mapped courses of streams west of
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oeymour reveals pecularlties In the patterns of the Brazos
and Wichita Rivers.

The areal configuration of the Wichita

River there, Its course directed toward Beyraour over a con
siderable distance and then turning at almost a right angle
about six miles away, suggests that it was formerly a tribu
tary of the Brazos River.

The junction of th© two appears to

have been at Beymour, at a large bend in the Brazos River
course produced by a change in Its general trend from east to
southeast.
Examination of the divide between the two streams
.presents evidence that strengthens the above Inferences
gained from stream patterns.

Two terraces are well developed

there, merging with the Brazos River surfaces at Beymour and
extending to the northwest toward the Wichita River In an
abandoned valley (Fig. 4 and rl. 11).

bach, containing large

gravels in deposits that exceed 30 feet in thickness, could
have been developed only along a relatively large stream.
The only stream that could have flowed across the region of
the existing drainage divide during the fleistocen® is th©
ancestor of th© present upper Rlchita River, which now splits
info two branches, the Morth and ^outh Wichita Rivers,
farther up its valley.

The terraces that lie In the old

valley are determined to be Lofers and Rixon because of their
continuation with equivalent surfaces along the Brazos River.
The youngest, Lofers, comprises the flat valley floor, which

Figure ^ - Block diagram showing the area of the Seymour diversion. The
Wichita River, now in the background, formerly joined the Brazos River at
Seymour. An abandoned valley floored by Lofers terrace is fronted by Mixon
scarp along its only remaining wall, the other having been destroyed by
erosion.
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is now poorly drained by a small intermittent stream that
flows into the Brazos Elver at Beymour*

Large, rounded f3©-

oreasions, both natural and artificial, at low valley position
probably lie along the filled channel of the former stream
(r 1. 11).

Lofers formation to the north, lying in the old

channel carved in red Bermian sandstone, ie exposed along the
upper steep valley wall of the Wichita River.

The ancient

valley is flanked on the northeast by a smoothly rounded hill
developed on Eermi&n strata, and on the southeast by Mixon
scarp, which extends along and fronts the valley.
Borehole data from fiv© wells rather evenly spaced
along Lofers terrace (Bl. 11) reveal thicknesses of its
deposits as follows:
Well
Well
Well
Well
Well

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(3)

-

28*
30'
32*
38f
42*

These and other data show that the alluvium thickens down the
valley, comprising a lens-like body that consists of fine
grained sediments covering a gr&veliferous sub-stratum.

Th©

latter enlarges from eight feet, whore it la exposed In the
south valley wall of the Wichita River, to approximately 20
feet in well (3), six miles down the valley.

Lofers terrace

slopes down the valley at about 3.4 ft./mi., comparing with a
gradient of 3.2 ft./mi. for the ©oulvalent surface along the
Brazos River above beymour.
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Mixon surface, lying at around 1400*, is actually
the divide separating the relict valley from the Brazos
valley to the south,

travels are exposed along the base of

Its scarp, which is terminated to the east where the two val
leys join.
Lofers and Mixon terraces, and Madrigal farther up
the river, continue upstream along the Wichita system above
the relict valley,

their gradients and heights above the

oresent channels, upstream from and Immediately below the
junction of the Wichita and Louth 'Wichita River, are similar
to those along the Brazos River to the south.
In Knox County the slope of the present Mouth Wichita
River is probably very nearly equal to that down which the
ancestral stream flowed.

Its slope of about 3 ft./mi. com

pares with/ the 3.3 ft./mi. gradient of the Brazos River, in*sr

Bleating that there have been no pronounced modifications of
the upstream gradient of the diverted stream.

Near the Baylor-

Knox county line, however, the channels of both the Mouth
Wichita and v,:ichita Rivers, developed on homogeneous Bermlan
beds, steepen probably because of Incision that has penetrated
more deeply immediately above the diversion.

By noting ele

vations of Lofers terrace in the abandoned valley and along the
Wichita River at comparable downstream places, it can be
calculated that the Wichita River had at least a 100-foot

gradient advantage over the tributary before It was diverted.

bince the drainage change, the channel of the rerouted
stream has been steepened immediately above the diversion
site by erosion accelerated by this gradient advantage.
With continued incision, th® gradient will be smoothed by
upstream migration, and possible distribution along th® chan
nel , of the steepened Interval until a normal concave profile
is attained.
In the valleys of th© North and douth Wlchita Rivers
’‘badlands* topography presents evidence of erosion accelera
tion by the diversion.

Poorly Indurated Clear Fork sand

stone, its outcrops strewn with gravel from eroded terraces,
has been deeply trenched and sapped from beneath Pleistocene
deposits, producing cliff-like scarps along the valley walls.
Radrigal deposits are exposed in upper faces of the scarps
and in rugged outliers along their dissected margins.

GOER&LAXIGNd AGD GHHOisOLGOT
The terraces established by this study may be cor*
related with those noted by earlier workers In this same
area and with those that exist in other regions along th®
Gulf of Mexico.

Long rang® correlations are based on the

occurrence of volcanic ash of known age in on® terrace among
a sequence that is duplicated geomorohologlcally along large
streams of the Gulf Coastal Flain.
The Area Investigated
-arlier investigations of th® area under considera
tion were concerned mostly with the study of older strata,
only incidental observations being made of th® terraces.
Recognizing the geomorphologic continuity of the terraces,
earlier geologists adopted the expedient practice of refer
ring to them by numbers signifying their elevations or
heights above associated streams.

Xhese numbers can In

most Instances be used to correlate earlier reported terraces
with those established by this study (Fig. 5),

Uncertain

correlations are discussed below.
hisagreements in statements of terrace relief may be
ascribed in most cases to inaccurately established elevations
and the restriction of earlier

studies to local areas only.

Terraces recognized in this inve stigatlon extend widely,
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Figure 5 ~ Chart showing correlations in the area investigated. Earlier
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separated by vertical intervals of about 50 feet.

In Falls

County, Hatch noted low terraces, probably developed as
local surfaces on the flood plain, occurring 25 feet and 45
to 50 feet above low water level of Bravos River,

ouch

minor "cut terraces’* may occur on alluvial surfaces as a re
sult of cutoffs and diversions.

In this area Lofers terrace,

lying at a height of 100 feet, correlates with th© "third
terrace” of Hatch, who states:
The third terrace reaches a height of 90 to 100
feet above low water level In the river and has a
wide areal extent. Remnants of a fourth terrace are
found from 150 to 200 feet above low water level In
the river.
Remnants of the "fourth terrace," occurring between 150 to
200 feet, have probably been derived from the di-section of
Mixon and Madrigal terraces, their surfaces in this area
lying at 140 and 200 feet.

In this same region in Falls

County Cox described two terraces, Frairie and Montgomery,
at heights of 105 and 160, which certainly correlate with
Lofers and Mixon.
Farther up the Brazos River In McLennan County
.idkins also described the flood plain and minor surfaces
developed on It at heights of 40 and 50 feet as terraces.
His ”85 foot terrace" correlates with Lofers.
From Corps of Engineers investigations conducted to
locate Whitney Dam In Hill County, Hull concluded that:
Throughout most of Whitney Reservoir area terraces

at two levels occur on either side of the stream
. . . the lower terrace occurs at an elevation of
460 feet with a relief of approximately 30 feet
and presents itself as a relatively flat alluvial
plain about 1,000 feet in width. The upper ter
race occurs at an elevation of 510 feet and is a
somewhat dissected plain approximately 2,000 feet
wide and with a relief of 30 to 40 feet.
The surfaces noted by Hull are extensive beyond the
area of his investigation, correlating with Lofers and
Mixon terraces*

Hull observed higher alluvial deposits,

probably those of Madrigal formation, but did not mention
their terraced nature in relating:
Nearer the river on too of the high terrace, above
an elevation of 510 feet, the overburden is formed
of river-transported material, gravel and sand with
minor admixtures of clayey silt, and ranges from 15
to 35 feet in thickness.
Here Madrigal terrace is highly dissected, ©specially away
from the river between Whitney and Whlterock triangulation
station, four miles south of Whitney, where only resistant
basal gravels cap the hills.
In Baylor County along th© Brazos nlver Ivans noted
two terraces, at 45 to 60 arid 135-foot heights, that cor
relate with Lofers and Mixon.

He did not consider higher

Mleictocene sediments, those of Madrigal formation, on hill
and divides to be of a terrace origin, and followed Cummins
in referring to them as "ceymour deposits.”
Gravel beds which are commonly present at th© base
of the oeymour are composed mostly of medium to
small, well-rounded pebbles of ouartz, quartaite,
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cobbles of limestone, and clay balls of local
origin . . * "Where the deposits have been dissected
by erosion, the Geymour is usually easy to distlngul sh from high terraces of th© present major
streams by the following criteria* th© relatively
great abundance of caliche in the beymour; the
Seymour occurs at a higher level on the divides
and does not exhibit the riverward dips as is frsouently true of th® terraces*
The surface, which is well developed on these deposits, is
not flat but slopes along th© river down the valley like
the lower terraces, maintaining a relatively constant height
of 160 feet above the river (PI, 8, Fig. 2),
In Clay County in the alluvial valley of th©Wichita
River Evans observed terraces at 38, 114, and. 121-foot
heights, making a distinction between the two higher ones
because of the greater thickness, about 42 feet, of deposits
associated with th© 114-foot surface and the predominantly
graveliferous character of th© highest sediments, only six
feet thick*

He concluded that th® highest terrace is a basal

remnant, formerly more extensive.

His lowest surface is

that of Lofers and his higher ones ar© probably both Piixon,
the average height of Rixon th©r@ being around 130*.
Glacial Chronology
The fearlette ash, occurring in Lu&rig&l formation
and at other widely separated localities in the Great Plains,
provides a datum that may be used to establish the glacial
chronology of the terrace deposits.

Referring to the
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Learlette, Frye, Gwlneford, and Leonard (19^$) state:
Lenticular deposits of volcanic ash associated with
fossil molluscs , . . furnish a widespread datum
for interregional correlations. The ash lentils,
collectively called fearlette, can be differentiated
petrographically from other lat© Cenozolc ash deposits
of the llains region and have been studied at local
ities extending from southeastern Louth Dakota to
northwestern Texas. The associated mollusean fauna
possesses an unforeseen degree of uniformity and
stratigraohic significance. The ?earl@tte ash and
faunal zone occurs above Kansas till in the Missouri
valley region and is judged to be early Yarmouthian
in age.
In Kansas the learlett© occurs in the upper part of the Meade
formation, which is comprised of two members, the brand
Island below and the oappa above.

In a more recent study of

these deposits .rye and Leonard (1952) conclude:
. . .the brand Island member is retreatal outwash
of the Kansan glacier and In areas remote from
glaciation equivalent in age to such deposits; and
. . . the -appa member (conformable and gradational
with the Grand Island) Is a continuation and later
phase of this episode of alluvlation, perhaps cul
minating at or slightly after the dissipation of the
Kansan glacier.
Therefor© the Grand Island is
classed as late ...ansan and the ^aopa as latest
Kansan and perhaps earliest Yarmouth!an.
from the above, the asre of the iearlette is uncertain,
estimates of its anti cutty ranging from, late nansan to early
Yarmouth!an.

However, It is clear that the glacio-fluviai

and

fluvial deposits containing the ash were deposited

the

beginning of and during the withdrawal of Laneanglaciers

from t^e continent.

after

vines the rearlstte occurs in upper

i.'iadrimal deposits, about 10 feet below it* surface, each of
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th© other terrace formations are also considered to have been
deposited during continental Ice recessions elsewhere#

The

several surfaces, developed on upper soils of the separated
sediments, are adjudged to. be truly interglacial In age#
Regional Correlations and C on sl&erat1on s.
Well developed terrace sequences, geomorphologleally
th© same as those in central and north-central Texas, occur
along large rivers in the Half Coastal Plain, and some have
been dated with Pleistocene chronology#

The terraces along th®

Mississippi River, mapped and studied in detail by Fish and
Russell, have been assigned interglacial ages (Fig* 6 ) because
of their number, four of them corresponding with four interglacial stages, and their obvious relationships to widespread
deposition associated with times of glacial retreat by most
srlaclal students*

similar sequences have been described, using

the terrace names proposed by Fisk, along the B&bine River
(Welch, 1942, and Holland, lough, and Murray, 1952 )$ along the
lower Trinity River (Bernard, 1950), and along the lower Brazos
River (Cox, 1949).

The studies of th© lower Trinity and Brazos

dvers were regional in scope; whereas those along the
^abinc River were parish investigations#

Terraces in these

coastal regions are considered to have developed synchron
ously with those along the Brazos and 21ohita Elvers, so
that Frairle, Montgomery, Bentley, and Williana correlate
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Figure 6 - Chart showing glacial chronology of the Brazos, Trinity, and
Mississippi River terraces.
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respectively with Lofers, Mixon, Madrigal, and Gerik.

This

is concluded from the similarity of the terrace sequences,
which are uniformly comprised of four surfaces, and the
history of their development, which was promoted by events
glacially imposed.

Heretofore histories of lower valley devel

opment have been inf©rentially associated with glacial events,
Periodic incisions evidenced by scarps have been related to
times of ice advances elsewhere, and recurrent deposition
of sediments now terraced have been associated with times
between glacial culminations,

Th© occurrence of the Tearlette

ash, which is known to have been deposited after the ii'anaan
glacial maximum, in a terraced deposit of th© Brazos River
supports these analogies,
otep-llke Pleistocene terrace sequences are reported
from other rivers in the coastal plain, but have not been
dated with glacial chronology,

along the Colorado River, Hill

and Vaughan {1898) observed widespread terraces, Jvalde,
Asylum, Capitol, and a '’second bottom'* above the flood plain,
around Austin,

Those below the Uvalde, which occurs on the

divides, lie at heights of 215, 115, and 40 to 60 feet above
the river.

Along the Rio Grande, hueces, and Leona Elvers

they observed only two extensive surfaces, th© lowest occur
ring around 100 feet below the Uvalde,
minor, low surfaces were seen.

Along these rivers

At the present no attempts are

road© to correlate terraces in the area under Investigation

with those established by Hill and Vaughan.

Future studies

conducted farther downstream along th# Colorado River will
orobably reveal that lower fluvial surfaces there have coast
wise extensions which may he coextensive with the coastal ter
races related to the lower Brazos River system.

PUiaSOOSMS © © S I G H AMD SEDIME.HTATIOH
Alluvial terrace sequences, which are common In th©
southern United States along coasts and in stream valleys,
were developed by erosion following each of several episodes
of deposition*

Evidence of such a succession of ©vents is

offered by the alluvial nature of the terrace deposits and
their arrangement, each surface occurring at different valley
levels* and being separated by erosional scarps.

The graded

nature of the alluvium and the step-like topography of bed
rock on which th© separated deposits rest also suggest that
deposition and erosion during each of the several ■phase©
was intense at first and then gradually slackened.

In th©

former the change from basal gravels to finer sediments above
indicates that alluvlation gradually waned each time before
being interrupted by erosion,

in each of th© initial

©rosional phases sediments just previously deposited were
penetrated by Incision and separated as terraces; at the same
time previously existing terraces were left at higher positions
by the erosion&l incision.

During Its later stages incision

slackened and gently sloping bedrock surfaces were planed
laterally.

When alluvlation was again initiated these

Herosional flats" were blanketed by terrace deposit®.
Fluvial terrace sequences are evidence of former
valley levels at which stream channels were once established.

Channels alternately were adjusted by Incision and allavia
tion from low positions at the end of ©roslonal episodes to
high ones during waning d©positional phases.

During any on©

period of sedimentation channels were raised through a height
eouallng the thickness of th@ materials deposited.

3carps

separating the terraces indicate that the erosion following
each episode of alluviatlon resulted in valley deepening,
incision then penetrating both the alluvium previously
deposited and the underlying bedrock,

since scarps separate

the terraces vertically, erosion has obviously been dominant
over sedimentation in controlling valley relief.
The Atlantic and Gulf coasts were also the seen© of
terrace development during the Pleistocene,

Alluviatlon u,n&

erosion there was contemporaneous with that along streams
because coastwise surfaces pass without interruption up
stream valleys into fluvial equivalents.

The deposits of

coastwise terraces are deltaic, being comprised chiefly of
fine-grained materials transported by lower streams and
deposited around their mouths.

scarps are also coextensive

from coasts to stream valleys and separate each of the con
tinuous surfaces.

Because both scarps and terraces continue

from coasts up stream valleys and on account of the fluvial
derivation of coastwise deposits, stream behavior is con
sidered to have controlled coastwise terrace development.
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stream Behavior
In a recent discussion of streams, Frye and Leonard
(1952) conclude that:
. . .a stream (a) may transport its load of rock
debris without net erosion or deposition; (b) may
erode its channel and by so doing add to the
quantity of material it is carrying; or (c ) may give
up or deposit some of the rock materials in transit
and so decrease Its load Which of these three con
ditions obtains at any particular place or time Is
controlled by the Interrelation of three measurable
factors: (1) the Quantity of water moving In the
stream; (2) the quantity and character of the rock
debris being, transported by the stream and available
to it, and {3 ) the velocity with which the water
moves, mostly controlled by the stream gradient.
All three conditions— deposition, erosion, and a balance be
tween both— usually exist locally along a stream* but one
ordinarily proves to be dominant over any considered length
of stream course.

Terraced valley topography, which is

dominated by alluvial surfaces and their scarps, indicates
that sedimentation and erosion alternated In an episodic man
ner during the Pleistocene.
Influence of dlaclation upon stream riegimes
The cyclic behavior cf Pleistocene streams appears to
have been related to continental glaciation,

Borne streams,

which head In the central United states* had their volumes
changed by glacial melt waters.

Others such as the Brazos

received no runoff but appear to have had their regimes
changed by glacial effects

that extended far from ice borders.

6?

Volumetric Variations
Certainly streams were affected by broad climatic
changes that fluctuated according to glacial movements.
Rainfall resulting from the Intermingling of warm and polar
air masses, the latter originating over Ice and moving south
ward under the influence of prevailing winds, must have in
creased runoff daring glacial episodes.

Even today cold air,

moving from northern latitudes and ^displacing warmer air from
temperate and tropical zones, largely controls precipitation
over much of the continent.

During the Pleistocene climates

of the south were probably pluvial during glacial culminations
and arid or mild, much like that of today, when polar air
recoded bach toward the north with melting ice.

The regimes

of streams there appear to have been Influenced climatically
so that erosion and deposition alternately accompanied
volumetric variation^.
Changes in stream Velocities
Changes in sea level were probably the most extensive
result of rielstoeone glaciation,

vioneer glacialists (Daly,

1995 and 1929; Dubois, 1929; antovs, 1938} have concluded
from their investigations that ocean levels ware lowered as
sea water was evaporated and converted to continental ice
and then later raised when the glaciers melted.

Low sea
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stands, which coincided with glacial culminations, wore
thought by Russell (1941) to have been at least 300 feet
below th© level of the present oceans,

Studies of glacial

deposits have revealed that a number of Pleistocene glacial
episodes occurred in both Europe and Korth America,

There**

fore, sea levels oscillated In response to sporadic glacia
tion, their levels at any one time depending upon existing
volumes of continental ice,

Streams draining into oceans

had their velocities changed by the swinging sea levels so
that they eroded during times of ice culminations and alleviated
when glaciers waned,

Both erosion and deposition, the former

during falling sea levels and the latter during rising ones,
were initiated at coasts and then later extended as ”waves’*
up stream valleys.

The upstream limits to which channel

lowering progressed during th® glacial episodes were probably
dependent largely upon the resistance of valley rooks.

Lower

alluvial valleys, which are developed in poorly consolidated
strata, were surely deepened by more rapid flow during each
low ocean stand.

Alluviatlon initiated by rising seas

probably advanced all the way Up valleys previously Incised,
partially filling them with sediments,

THEORIES* OF TERRACE ORIGIN
Most theories advanced for th© origin of alluvial ter
races in the southern United states have not related the re
current erosion and alluviatlon involved in terrace develop
ment strictly to Fleistocen© glacial episodes.

All explana

tions recognise that both have occurred and that erosion has
been dominant over sedimentation in producing th© relief of
the separated deposits.

Obviously Pleistocene valley deposits

could not be differentiated if scarps did not divide them
vertically.

fros1on that separated each of the terraced sur

faces of seaward flowing streams and coasts must hav© penetrated
to progressively lower levels after each successive wave of
sedimentation,

bach erosion, which lowered stream valleys

over 300 feet in coastal regions, must have been activated by
major geological events, such as land uplift or lowering of
seas.

Xhe oulsations of erosion could have been initiated

by increased rainfall; however, climatically controlled in
cision would hardly hav© resulted in a succession of valleys,
each lying from AO to SO feet below its predecessor.

Most

theories of terrace origin relate the erosional penetration
to epeirogenetlc land movements, glaclo-eustatic sea move
ments, or combinations of both.
Land Movements
after conducting an investigation of the Atlantic and

TO
Gulf Coastal Plains, McGee (1890) concluded that each of
two widespread marine terraces was developed during one
eycle-aggradation followed by degradatloxw-whloh coincided
with an oscillation of shores below and above sea level.
Guch a postulated sea behavior was explained by regional uplift Inland, which tilted coasts to lower positions.

Marine

alluviatlon along shore bottoms was interrupted both times by
vertical uplift of th© areas previously submerged, so that
each time sediments just deposited were dissected and separated
as terraces,

McGee thought that deposition on shore bottoms

was promoted by uninterrupted stream erosion, since the land
was supposedly uplifted continuously; therefore, he con
sidered alluvial surfaces of valleys to be re-entrants of
marine terraces.

His theory of terrace origin involves

land movements only, no mention being mad© of possible
eustatic variations of sea level.
From Investigations of Pleistocene terraces In Mary
land, Shattuck (1906) arrived at conclusions almost
identical with those of McGee, finding more terraces, however,
and explaining them by a corresponding number of land
oscillations.

Both h© and McGee believed that each succes

sive oscillation was of lesser amplitude than the preceding,
and that during each, terraces wer© developed below thos®
formed previously.
surfaces,

However Ghattuck recognized fluvial

each passing continuously Into larger coastwise ex-
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tensions, but concluded that they were developed by estuarln©
deposition In drowned river mouths.

Ho fluvial terraces were

postulated because only erosion was considered to have oc
curred along? streams being uplifted continuously.
S e w i n g (1935)* who studied coastwise terraces In
Texas, reached conclusions similar to those of McGee and
Shattuck.

All three, working in coastal areas where surfaces

are tilted seaward, postulated land movements only.

However

Doering assigned the tilting to intermittent dovnvarps of the
Gulf Coast Geosynclin© rather than uplift landward.

Each

movement In the geosynclin© tilted and exposed to dissection
sediments deposited when the land was previously static*
Volumetric Variations of Pleistocene oeas
At the ©arly date of the work don© by McGee and
shattuck, th© theory of seas thought to be glacially con
trolled by Pleistocene ice accumulations had not been fully
developed.

Both they and Doerlng proposed indirectly that

episodes of erosion and alluviatlon attended oscillating
sea stands— positions of seas on continents— caused by move
ments of the continent.

Sloping alluvial surfaces consti

tuted evidence for such a belief.

Cooke (1930), However,

after Investigating Pleistocene deposits of the ©astern sea
board, redefined th© terrace attitudes by stating:
I have examined maps of every stat® from Florida
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to Connecticut and a few from Lisaisslppi,
Louisiana, and Texas but have detected little
evidence of warping anywhere.
He appealed to variations in. volumes of glacially controlled
seas In order to explain the "flat" terraced deposits*

a

postulated lowering of th© seas from a pre-glacial high
level was interrupted by stand's, during Interglacial stages,
iyinS &t successively lower positions.

Lroslon that attended

each lowering was interrupted by alluviatlon during th® stands.
The seas never reached a previous high level because of In
complete deglaciation between th© Ice accumulations, each
interglacial stage being more icy than the last, and postu
lated possible subsidence of ocean basins during the entire
glacial epoch,

according to Cooke, none of the shrunken ic©

caps that persisted between times of maximum glaciation were
as extensive as those at the present.
Land and ^ea Movements
Lore recent work on alluvial .surfaces along southern
shorelines has re-established that terraces there are tilted.
;*n abundance of evidence there and elsewhere also indicates
that ?1@1 •:tocene seas were glacially controlled through
volumetric changes, so that the!r stands oscillated from low
orlacial levels to hi"h ones between Ice cap accumulations.
Possibly erosion and deposition that recurred during terrace
development was associated with both land movements and

ocean volumes.
Fisk (1933) and Huasell (1940) postulated that terrace
development in Louisiana has been regulated by g l a d 0-© astatic
oscillations of seas combined with steady uplift of region©
landward.

Coastwise surfaces have been tilted gulfward,

their slope increasing with age, by geosynollnal subsidence
beneath the present shores where continuations of the landward
terraces are burled.

Upstream beyond the warping influence

of th® geosyncline, fluvial surfaces are parallel, having been
separated by uplift.

Between times of glacial culminations

raised sea levels more than offset th© slow upward land move
ment, so that streams alluvlated their valleys.

During times

of intense glaciation streams incised to lowered sea stands
caused by shrinkages of ocean volumes and continued land uplift.

QKZQIU OF THE BRAZOS RIVER TERRACES
Most Ideas on terrace origin have originated from
investigations of coastal surfaces or their fluvial extensions
up lower stream valleys*

This study along th© Brazos and

Wichita Rivers has established that Pleistocene terraces
are also prominent in upper valleys quite distant from th©
gulf.

Fluvial surfaces there have been followed for 373

miles up the Brazos River and are known to occur In th®
Wichita valley about 1050 miles from the gulf as measured
along existing drainage routes.

Along both streams scarps

that separate each sequence of terraced valley deposits
maintain similar heights, so that the alluvial surfaces are
essentially parallel.

Because th© streams have eroded rocks

of varying resistance, valleys in which the terraces occur
are diverse, being comprised of three types— alluvial,
Incised, and braided.

On account of th© widespread develop

ment of the fluvial surfaces and the uniformity of their
step-like arrangement in the different valleys, three
Fleistocen© events are considered to have controlled stream
regimes, so that terraces were developed: (1) continuous
epeirogenetic uplift of land throughout th© Pleistocene,
independent of glaciation? (2) climatic fluctuations that
varied with glacial cycles, and (3) glaolo-eustatic varia
tions in sea level.

Responding to the influences of these
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went ®, stream discharges of th© Sr&zos and Wichita Rivers
w©re periodically raised and lowered, &o that episodes of
erosion and alluviatlon alternated,
along the Brazos River, which rises on--the High
Plains and drain© into th© gulf, th© above ©vents combined
to promote erosion during time® of lc@ culminations and
deposition during th© **interglacial" stages ,

In the compar

atively resistant'upper and middle valleys, th© stream has
been controlled climatically t first alluvdating and then
eroding several times; whereas, similar activity in th©
alluvial valley has been more closely regulated by swinging
sea levels.

IM M£&S£ MUJU
Evidence seen in both scarps and terrace deposits
suggests that the Brazos Elver was controlled climatically
during the Pleistocene*

In Knox County the P ©arietta ash,

deposited shortly after th© £ansan glacial culmination and
later covered toy floodplaln sediments during Madrigal time,
occurs 875 miles from the gulf as measured along the river.
The ash, along with the former Madrigal flood plain, now a
terraced surface, has since been separated 160 feet above the
present stream toy channel incision,

bach erosional penetra

tion in th© upper valley can hardly be attributed to lowered
*©a stands that obtained during glaciation.

Evidence in th©
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area Investigated and elsewhere relates the incision to
climatic variations that attended multiple glaciation*
Lacustrine deposits in Interior regions demonstrate
that former lakes were larger than those of the present*
Their Pleistocene growth has been related in a synchronous
manner to glacial advances elsewhere*

Lakes Lahontan and

Bonneville*- classic examples in the Basin and Range region,
were many times larger than their present remnants (Russell,

1885, and Gilbert, 1890)*

Lacustrine deposits in other

areas indicate the former presence of lakes now completely
dried up.

Evans and Meade (1948) have demonstrated that the

widespread Blanco sediment© of the High Plains were deposited
in lakes that developed during a humid period associated with
the first glaciation*

Bueh evidence as the above suggests

that glaciation produced climates characterized by increased
rainfall and low evaporation rates.

Bnder such a climatic

Influence rivers had their volumes Increased and some, such
as the Brazos, eroded their valleys.

With its flow increased

during times of three glacial culminations, Illinolan,
Early Wisconsin, and Late Wisconsin, the Brazos River has
incised 160 feet since deposition of the Pearlette ash in its
u p p e r valley.
As the continental ic© waned each time during the
Pleistocene, climates became more arid, probably much like

that of today, and th© Brazos River alluviated valleys
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previously deepened when glaciation was Intense,

Such

hehavior of a stream alternately eroding and then depositing
has resulted In a number of separated valleys# each with its
contained sediments representing incision and alluviatlon
that obtained during one climatic cycle.

The Initial

deposits of each valley# coarse gravels beneath smaller
materials, suggest that stream flow gradually diminished dur
ing each cycle until only fine sediments were carried.
Caliche development In upper deposits# especially those of
Madrigal terrace# indicates exceptional aridity at the end of
depositlonal episodes*
Ihe Blanco formation, which occurs on the High Plains
west of the area investigated, provides evidence of drought that
succeeded Bebraskan glaciation,

The sediments were deposited

In lakes that existed there during humid times of the first
glacial advance (£vans and Meade, 19^6),

When aridity re

turned during or after the ice recession, th© lakes disap
peared and wind-scoured erosional surfaces were developed on
their deposits.
The Incised Valiev
Th© Incised valley of th® Brazos River has also been
repeatedly deepened and then alluviated several times.
Separated valley fillings there occur primarily within

loops that have retained their earlier configuration while
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growing periodically during the Pleistocene,

bueh intermit

tent growth appears to have recurred during deposition&l
episodes, when the river allaviated slip-off slopes and
undermined opposite banks by impinging against them,

During

times of erosion, when the stream Incised resistant channel
beds, the loops were fixed,

scarps cut during the repeated

incisions, n o w 'separating the successive slip-off slope
deposits at different valley levels, indicate formerly fixed
channel positions.

In the Fort Graham area, Hill County,

courses that existed during incision preceding Defers and
hixon sedimentation have been restored by locating them below
scarps (fin. 7).

^uch a restoration shows that the present

loops have been enlarged beyond those of the past and that
the loops have been displaced laterally, both sidewise and
downstream, during each of the successive alluviations.
Because of channel movement during deposition, scarps older
than audrigal have been destroyed; therefore positions of
early rleistocene courses can not b© established,

hroslon

hi.:: completely removed Geris terr&o© along and adjacent to
the ©resent channel, and its remaining deposits exist only
at positions orotected from erosion away from the river,
Th© rep© at ed inci slons ©videnc ed b y re s 1st an t ecarp s
in the incised valley are, like those along the upper river,
considered to hav© been synchronous with glacial expansion
elsewhere, each of the former channels having been carved by
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Figure 7 - Map of the incised Brazos River valley around Fort Graham, Hill
Comity showing approximate positions of Pleistocene stream channels*

by streams climatically provided with more water during the
ice progressions.

During drier times between-ice culmina

tions, when water volumes were lowered, streams ceased downcutting and built up alluvial flats within their valleys.
The alluvial Valiev
The terraces are developed beet in the alluvial
valley where the Pleistocene deposits are also thickest,
sedimentation occurred very abundantly there during each of
the waves of alluviatlon, veneering the wide valley with
thick sections of fine sediments above basal gravels.

During

recurring ©rosional episodes sediments oreviously deposited
were rapidly incised, offering little resistance to erosion,
and channels were deepened in the poorly Indurated bedrock
of the alluvial valley.

The well-developed terraces there

leave little doubt of the erratic behavior of the vleistoceae
Brazos fiiver, a stream that periodically alluviated and
incised, alternately raising and lowering its valley, accord
ing to crlacial pulsations.

This habit of th® stream there

was very likely encouraged by undulating sea 3tands,

During

falling sea levels stream flow was accelerated at the coast.
Incision be g an there and .^ro^-ressod ruoidly upstream in tix©
loosely consolidated sediments of the alluvial valley.

When

ocean levels began to drop after each glacial maximum,
alluviatlon was Initiated at the stream mouth and spread up
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the valley.

Sedimentation was probably vigorous at first,

as is evidenced by abundant basal gravels in each of the
terrace deposits, and then gradually slackened as seas were
elevated to higher positions.
At the head of the alluvial valley periodic channel
incision has exposed resistant strata which maintain the
walls of th© incised valley farther upstream.

Sine® these

beds dip downstream at an angle greater than stream slop©,
the boundary between the incised and alluvial valleys has
progressively moved down tha river during each Incision.

The

oresent alluvial valley, defined by the most upstream occur
rence of meanders on an extensive floodplain, begins where
the river flow3 from resistant Austin chalk into poorly con
solidated Taylor shale.

Downstream from this point all ter

races are widespread; upstream the floodplain is narrow below
surfaces that are more widely extended, progressively from
younger to older.

Older terrace distribution indicates that

the early Pleistocene limit of a predominantly alluvial valley
was southern Hill County.

Above there all terraces are

restricted to the narrow incised valley.

Throughout both

valleys the terraces maintain similar heights, indicating
that incision has been the same in both resistant and unres is tant rocks.
Th© waves of Incision that progressed upstream during
each of the lowered sea levels were probably either stopped
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or greatly retarded at the first resistant outcrop, that of
rocks exposed at the mouth of the incised valley*

Sine©

these rocks have been lowered at rates comparable to those
of the alluvial valley and since the terraces extend uniformly
through both valleys, it is evident that climatically con
trolled incision has remained apace of that associated with
lowered sea levels.

Actually both have reinforced each

other, causing synchronous downouttlng throughout all the
diverse valleys,

Climatic effects were felt throughout;

whereas those associated with undulating sea levels were
restricted primarily to the alluvial valley.
Neither climatic episodes nor swinging sea levels
explain the excessive channel lowering that has occurred along
the.entire length of th© Brazos Elver during each consecutive
glacial pulsation.

If only those two had controlled erosion

and alluviatlon during th© Pleistocene, each successive
deposit would not be separated by the scarps that enable
their differentiation.

^Ince a number of comparable glacia

tions are considered to hav© occurred, sea levels approached
previous high and low stands during oscillations and climatic
cycles were similar.

Under such an Influence Pleistocene

stream Incision would not have been as great as that
represented by the combined terrace scarp .•, 160 feet In the
upper valley and 230 feet in the alluvial valley.

An explana

tion for the increased depth of eroslonal penetration during
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each successive glacial advance is offered by land uplift.
The relatively parallel terraces indicate that such postulated
uplift was rather uniform, probably epeirogenetlc in nature
and not related to glaciation.

Therefor© it mor© than

likely was continuous throughout the Pleistocene and tended
to promote steady stream erosion.

However, th© movement must

have been so alow that it was cancelled during interglacial
times by rising seas and stream© that carried less water,
so that alluviatlon occurred intermittently. .During each of
the successive ic© accumulations land uplift, sumuled during
the wave of previous sedimentation and therefore uncompensated
by channel adjustments then, combined with lowered sea stands
and pluvial climates to promote progressively deeper incision.
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